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Abstract

This thesis looks at the way the historical oppression of women in capitalist

society is reproduced through a continuing gender division of labour at home and in

the workplace. Women's primary responsibility for domestic labour in the home both

defines and disadvantages them in the labour market. I argue that changing women's

inferior status under capitalism depends on women organising for equality in the

labour market.

I develop the argument around women's status by looking at the way state activity

shaped the conditions for social reproduction in the post-war period of capitalist

growth followed by the onset of economic decline and state restructuringin New

ZeaIand. I take a classical Marxist political economy approach to explain the end of

the post-war boom as a 'structural crisis' of falling profits requiring the state to act for

capital by establishing the conditions for the market to 'restructure' production to

restore the conditions for profitability.

The thesis focuses on the reduction of state welfare provision which impacted on

women both as domestic labourers and wage labourers. These measures generated

opposition. First, government's proposal for domestic purpose beneficiaries to

undertake'workfare'signalled a (failed) attempt to propel these women into work as



a reserve army of labour and out of their primary role as domestic labourers

supported by the state.

Second, reducing state spending on the'social wage'impacted directly on women

workers in state sector areas of education and health. I interniewed women teachers

who were active in their unions in resisting the pressures of refomr and defending

their jobs. The most politically conscious teaohers were Mamists who agitated to

advance workers from a trade union consciousness to a class consciousness. They

understood that the union struggle was a class stmggle of workers against a capitalist

class on the offensive. They challenged nnion bureaucrats in accommodating to this.

In their interventions, these women demonstrated the possibilities for overcoming

gender inequality not through separatist stategies or liberal reforms that leavo

capitalist stnrctures intact but through the transformative potential of union struggle

for the 'socialist project'.
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